
DNV serving the energy industry

Go strong.

dnv energy Main oFFices:

power generation 
and transmission



DNV provides world-class expertise in technology, opera-
tions, management and risk. We combine our know-how 
into a professional service concept designed to safely 
improve the performance of your business. So you can 
go strong on all dimensions.

| THIS IS DNV |
 
DNV is a global provider of  services for managing risk. established 
in 1864, DNV is an independent foundation with the purpose of 
safeguarding life, property and the environment. DNV comprises 
300 offices in 100 countries, with 7,000 employees. DNV energy 
is one of four business areas in DNV, alongside DNV maritime, DNV 
industry and DNV it global services. our vision is global impact for 
a safe and sustainable future.
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DNV SErVICES TO THE ENErGy INDUSTry

X Enterprise risk Management
X SHE risk Management
X Technology Qualification
X Verification
X Offshore Classification
X Asset risk Management
X Training
X IT risk Management
X Certification

TArGET SEGMENTS

Through these services, our teams of highly qualified 
professionals deliver cutting-edge solutions to customers 
across the industry:
X Deep and ultra-deepwater field development
X Floaters
X Fixed structures
X Offshore and onshore pipelines
X Natural Gas/LNG
X refining and petrochemicals
X Power generation and transmission
X wind, wave and tidal energy
X Arctic operations and technology
X Operations excellence
X Carbon capture and storage

| power generation and transMission |



Mastering risk



DNV offers a broad portfolio of services designed to help companies make 
solid business decisions across the value chain of power generation. 
With our energy experience and interdisciplinary competence, we help our 
customers proactively identify and tackle their entire risk picture. 

| poWer geNeratioN aND traNsmissioN | 

in a changing business climate

the power sector is faced with an increasingly complex reality. Whilst 
energy demand continues to grow, environmental concerns are climb-
ing higher on the public agenda. governments are introducing more  
demanding regulations and consumers are increasingly worried that their 
energy consumption could be causing climate change. For the industry, 
the bar has been raised: a winning strategy now requires not just higher 
operational efficiency, but also cleaner energy production, increased 
diversity of sources and above all, better risk management.
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project 
phases:

DNV eNergy 
DeliVeries:

Feasibility  
& concept 
selection

strategy design

the BUsiNess liFe cycle

DNV – assisting companies in the 
energy industry along the entire 
life cycle to safeguard and improve 
business performance

bUsiness case assessMent

technology services

dUe diligence

project risk ManageMent

environMental iMpact assessMents

saFety stUdies

risk analyses and bUsiness optiMization stUdies

she ManageMent

knowledge ManageMent

Maintenance systeMs and operational excellence
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constrUction installation & 
coMMissioning

operation &  
liFe extension

decoMMissioning

environMental iMpact assessMents

saFety stUdies

ManageMent systeMs

risk based Maintenance

enterprise risk ManageMent

bUsiness aUdits
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The risk in power sector investments and 
operations is augmenting and taking on new 
dimensions. As a result, renewable energy  
is becoming ever more attractive, with multi-
ple initiatives being developed worldwide. 
However, renewable energy sources alone can 
only meet a limited portion of the total energy 
demand. Power plants that utilise coal, gas 
and nuclear energy will continue to be built 
in both developed and emerging economies.

DNV has a wide range of service offerings, built 
on a strong foundation of industry experience 
across all segments of energy production. We 
help our customers take on new challenges in 
a safe manner, whether within specific project 
life phases or spanning the entire value chain. 

into the FUtUre

The power sector is in a state of change. 
Addressing issues such as security of supply, 
curbed emissions and increased energy effi-
ciency, calls for strategic and innovative 
energy management. The main measure to 
respond to these needs is a diverse, cleaner 
and efficient energy portfolio. This applies 
both globally and regionally, and will influence 
the strategic positioning of each individual 
power sector operator. For larger operators, 
this might imply expanding into new sectors 
of power generation, for example, forms of 
renewable energy such as wind, solar or bio. 
For smaller operators, this could imply increas-
ing the efficiency of existing operations. 

Regardless of size and scope, the need to 
optimise investments and operations will 
remain relevant to all power sector opera-
tors – economically, reputation-wise, and on 
SHE matters. 

Among the main benefits DNV brings its cus-
tomers is our cross-industry understanding. We 
work with power sector customers on issues 
within all energy sources, ranging from nuclear 
and coal through to hydropower, wind and bio-
energy. Coupled with our broad international 
presence, this helps us at DNV maintain the 
broad perspective required to address the 
major issues – today and in the future. 

addressing all bUsiness levels

To successfully deliver services in a complex 
environment such as the power sector, an 
overall understanding of the commercial 
context is required. In DNV, we therefore 
target our services to all levels of power sector 
operations, from the boardroom, down to 
daily operations.

Helping the power  
sector Go safe
high public visibility and a zero-tolerance expectation of she performance 
make the power sector a challenging environment in which to operate. 
DNV’s complementary portfolio of services helps you tackle the obstacles 
of contemporary energy management.

serVices oVerVieW

the client is an international company that 
owns 40 underground oil and gas storage 
facilities (caverns) in northern germany. these 
sites, with a total storage capacity of around 
20 million cubic metres, are operated by a 
german contractor. 

the client intends to add as many as 90 more 
storage facilities to its portfolio, partly by con-
verting up to eleven existing caverns from oil 
to gas service. in the initial phase of the 
project, it will install field piping connecting 
the eleven new gas caverns to above ground 
facilities in the client area. the second phase, 
‘station extension’, will include the extension 
of above-ground facilities. 

the immense storage capacity of gas and oil 
across the caverns requires a strict control 
regime to monitor the hazard of major acci-
dents. the site consequently comes under the 
european council directive 96/82/ec, also 
known as the seveso ii Directive, which was 
extended by the Directive 2003/105/ec. 
safety requirements are therefore extremely 
demanding for the facility.

case:

saFety report 
risk analysis  
and saFety report 
For gas storage

| | 

all power sector 
operators need to 

optimise investments 
and operations.
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critical issUe: 
extend and revise its safety report to comply 
with german legal requirements.

solUtion: 
prepare safety report for the ground facility. 
Develop and implement a structured safety 
management system (sms).

key deliverables:
systematic approach, using both client’s interna-
tional standards and german legal requirements. 

valUe to client:
complied with legislation and integrated operations 
into it’s international risk management approach.

| 

Enterprise business performance:

Management systems: Ensuring efficient XX

and comprehensive management proce-
dures through the establishment of 
business processes

Business audits: Conducting objective XX

third-party evaluation of business proce-
dures in practice

Enterprise Risk Management: XX

Facilitation of company level risk man-
agement, including project-based and 
operational risk management, knowledge 
management, and corporate social 
responsibility

Business operations:

Risk Based Maintenance: A combined XX

risk/RCM approach to a tailor-made 
maintenance system

Risk analyses and business optimisation XX

studies: The execution of operational 
cost-benefit analyses to optimise opera-
tional performance

Technology services: Technology focused XX

evaluations, including e.g. failure investi-
gations and reliability & availability studies

SHE Management: The enhancement of XX

SHE management procedures through 
various approaches, including develop-
ment of robust management systems and 
the execution of environmental and 
safety risk studies

Project performance: 

Project Due Diligence: Technical and XX

commercial evaluations, based on quan-
titative and qualitative risk analyses

Procurement and contractual quality: XX

QA advisory

Environmental studies: Project-related XX

consequence assessments of environ-
mental aspects

Safety studies: Qualitative and quantitative XX

assessments on safety related to design, 
construction and operational phases

SHE management: The enhancement of XX

SHE management procedures through 
methods such as contract support and 
vendor follow-up

Technology services: Project-level technol-XX

ogy services including concept studies, 
conformity assessments, and vendor  
follow-up technology qualification

dnv works with customers on all 
power sources, including bio-energy.

we help customers 
take on new challenges 

in a safe manner.
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Trust is the primary business asset of most 
companies and anything which erodes it is a 
‘showstopper’ for business. However, even 
minor incidents can drain a company’s reser-
voir of public trust. For example, a seemingly 
insignificant technical risk or problem could 
produce consequences far beyond the initial 
economic cost of repair and changing the com-
pany’s external image. And when a company 
no longer is trusted; customers, employees, 
investors, suppliers and partners all flee or 
raise the price of continued cooperation. 
Worse, public mistrust often leads to stricter 
government-imposed regulations, which in 
turn limits future business opportunities.

One of the main purposes of enterprise risk 
management is therefore to preserve and 
strengthen the trustworthiness of a company 
or an organisation. 

The key question is: Do you conduct your 
business in a way that will ensure long term 
profitability? DNV can help you to answer 
this in a positive way.

to avoid risk, First identiFy it

DNVs overall risk management concept, 
(enterprise risk management) takes an inter-
disciplinary approach to identification and 
handling of possibilities and threats, with basis 
in the defined business targets of the company. 
DNV develops systems to help you understand 
and manage technical, economical, environ-
mental and human risk, throughout all phases 
of the project cycle. Our overall risk manage-
ment concept provides:

Identification, understanding and  XX

management of risk issues, for a complete 
picture of the organisation’s risk exposure

Methods for integrated risk management, XX

in order to ensure that the organisation 
maximises its potential and minimises losses

DNV provides ERM services in the areas of 
company wide risk management, integrated 
risk management, project risk management, 
change management and process improve-
ment, and due diligence. 

As a part of the enterprise risk management, 
DNV can conduct risk analysis on all levels, 
from specific technical issues, through projects 
and processes, up to comprehensive assess-
ments of chosen organisational models and 
solutions. The assessments focus on technical, 
human, organisational and or financial issues, 
among other factors.

DNV has extensive experience in risk manage-
ment within the energy sector. By developing 
a thorough foundation before selecting the 
appropriate risk management strategy, we 
design solutions sensitive to your specific 
concerns.

We work closely with your team(s) during 
execution of the risk assessment to ensure 

Improving business perfor-
mance by managing risk 
most risks are not technology related in today’s competitive and 
environmentally aware business market. they in fact stem from 
human action or the lack thereof, which makes trust your primary 
main asset. 

eNterprise risK maNagemeNt 

trønderenergi is a municipal owned energy 
company. the company operates several hydro-
electric power plants and two wind farms. 
it also has more than 5000 kilometres of distri-
bution lines and over 25000 custo mers.

Both in Norway and abroad, public expecta-
tions are increasingly focused on quality of 
service and environmental impact. merely 
being good is not enough in a changing  
and more demanding business environment. 
in order to meet these new challenges,  
and realise its vision of ‘environmentally 
sound energy and industrial development for 
a better society’, trønderenergi as began  
a business improvement programme.

trønderenergi chose DNV to help improve its 
existing management systems and bring it 
into compliance with the requirements of the 
quality and environmental standards, Ns-eN 
iso 9001:2000 and Ns-eN iso 14001.

the project gives consideration to the aim  
of ensuring that the energy production is  
in accordance with the company’s own com-
mitment to climate-neutral activities.

DNV has conducted internal auditing training 
and facilitated workshops and meetings for 
trønderenergi. it has also proposed and advised 
on procedures, routines and processes.

case:

trØNDereNergi as
balancing bUsiness 
perForMance  
and sUstainable 
growth objectives

| | 

dnv analyses risk on all 
levels from technical, to 
project and organisation.
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critical issUe: 
ensuring competitive performance without 
compromising on the company’s core values  
and commitment to sustainable growth.

solUtion: 
implementing quality management systems.

key deliverables:
Facilitation and support to trønderenergi as 
management. arranging workshops and courses.

valUe to client: 
helping trønderenergi live up to its vision of 
‘environmentally sound energy and industrial 
development for a better society’.

| 

Most risks stem  
from human action.

even the simplest 
mishaps can pose a risk 
to your business image.

flexibility to changing circumstances. This 
complementary sharing of expertise helps 
create risk models that are a positive and 
dynamic driving force for the project.

the dnv approach

In the DNV approach, we would typically:

Gain a working knowledge of the process, XX

project or organisation, its participants 
and its challenges

Work with the client to determine key XX

variables that drive risks

Lead and facilitate the customer in a XX

process to identify and characterise risks, 
then to establish suitable measures to 
manage these risks

Analyse drivers of risk, to determine key XX

threats and the measures required to 
manage these threats

Formally define the performance we XX

expect from risk management measures 
and assign actions to maintain predefined 
standards for the duration of the project

Actively monitor the customer’s risk XX

management performance by tracking 
action plans

Take actions to correct overruns and XX

ensure that the customer’s project and 
or organisation responds appropriately 
to changing circumstances

Collect data on risk management activities XX

and promptly inform the customer’s 
management if any concerns arise

Advise the customer’s management on XX

potential opportunities for improvement

Managing risk is a challenge for large organisa-
tions operating complex systems. Fortunately, 
DNV has the right competence, people and 
tools for the job. As for the means, EasyRisk 
Manager is an efficient and easy-to-use tool to 
support risk management activities. EasyRisk 
Manager is described in detail in a dedicated 
section elsewhere in this brochure.
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Knowledge management helps organisations 
exploit and retain existing knowledge, while 
also managing the creation of new insights. 
However, knowledge transfer and exchange 
of experience within organisations is usually 
inefficient or even non-existent, as a result of 
organisational and hierarchical barriers, mis-
alignments between business unit and project 
goals, and cultural barriers. 

But with companies in knowledge-intensive 
industries becoming progressively complex 
and needing higher levels of innovation to 
compete, they face an increasing need to 
build bridges between their internal islands 
of knowledge.

Consequently, companies must adopt a delib-
erate, professional approach to managing 
their intellectual resources and maintaining 
the key learnings within the organisation.

Knowledge management provides that compre-
hensive approach. It can guarantee proficiency, 

codification and diffusion, customised to the 
organisation’s needs. Every organisation can 
benefit from proven knowledge management 
initiatives by implementing dedicated solutions, 
which follow a bottom-up approach.

iMpact on the organisation

Knowledge management efforts should be 
aimed at critical areas of knowledge.

Organisations that manage knowledge with 
a proactive and dedicated approach will 
ensure that they gain competitive advantage 
and operational efficiency. 

integration into the bUsiness

Successful knowledge management pro-
grammes integrate knowledge management 
practices in business operations and pro-
duce demonstrable results. This requires a 
balance between:

Processes and organisational conditions XX

for knowledge creation, transfer, capture 
and use

Incentives for employees to exchange XX

knowledge, build personal competences

Effective information systems to support XX

retrieval and exchange of information

The human factor is an important, but often 
overlooked element in integrating knowl-
edge management into the organisation. To 
begin with, knowledge exchange should be 
regarded as normal behaviour that lightens 
personal workloads and leads to better 
results. It should stimulate innovation and 
creativity as part of a desired organisational 
culture. Finally, knowledge exchange should 
be a positive experience, rewarded by recog-
nition, career opportunities, financial incen-
tives, etc. User-friendly tools and resources 
should be provided to ensure that it does not 
lead to more work.

Developing and embedding 
knowledge management
Knowledge management helps organisations to enhance business 
performance, by capturing knowledge held around the organisation, 
distributing it and supporting the creation of new learnings. it should focus 
only on critical insights and help align people, processes and technologies.

KNoWleDge maNagemeNt 

the client needed to improve the compe-
tency of its central knowledge management 
team to a level consistent with best practice 
in this field. 

DNV’s approach was to establish a series of 
knowledge transfer sessions (masterclasses) 
and coaching sessions for pilot activities. the 
project will deliver a Km toolbox, which will 
include tools and advice on key knowledge 
management issues. this will enable the central 
Km team to support the diffusion of Km 
competencies throughout the site, which 
employs more than 13,000 staff in one hundred 
operating units.

in addition, DNV has helped sellafield establish 
a baseline for its current approach to managing 
knowledge. this will enable the organisation to 
monitor its progress regularly in the future.

a benchmarking tour of the Netherlands gave 
the Km team an opportunity to see what 
other organisations have done in the field of 
knowledge management. it also provided 
several other key learning points, such as the 
similarity of knowledge management issues 
across industries and the deceptive difficulty of 
transitioning from an information management 
service to a true Km service.

case:

sellaFielD ltD
iMpleMenting  
best practices  
in knowledge 
ManageMent

| | 

the human factor is a 
critical element in 

knowledge management.
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Making knowledge UseFUl

The proficiency of knowledge is key to the 
level of professional performance in an 
organisation and relates to the completeness 
of available knowledge and the practicability 
of knowledge.

The challenge is to keep the knowledge base 
represented by staff up to date, make external 
knowledge accessible through partnerships or 
other forms of cooperation and successfully 
incorporate new ideas in business.

Codification ensures the safeguarding and 
accessibility of key knowledge. It entails:

Content management practices addressing XX

authorship, editorial procedures and 
shared metadata structures

Storage, search and retrieval toolsXX

Knowledge is often about finding and connect-
ing the right pieces of information. Therefore 
the codification challenge is to:

Transform relevant knowledge into XX

information that is useful for others

Provide storage, search and retrieval  XX

tools that put knowledge at the fingertips 
of employees

The level of diffusion of knowledge describes 
the spread of knowledge amongst staff. 
Diffusion is important, as it makes your organi-
sation more resilient to brain drain. It also 
increases efficiency, as knowledge is available 
at the point of action. Diffusion requires:

Recognition that others could be helped XX

by what you know

Support of knowledge exchange in XX

communities of practice

Promoting the of re-use of knowledge XX

held by colleagues 

Taking advantage of personal motivators XX

and removing inhibitors, in order to 
build bridges between the knowledge 
islands in an organisation

DNV brings extensive experience in knowledge 
management and can support you with 
proven methods to start and grow knowledge 
management initiatives.

DNV has nearly 20 years of experience support-
ing private and public sector organisations 
and deploys structured approaches and 
methodologies focused on business needs 
and the level of knowledge management 
maturity in those organisations.

We assist you in:

Mapping your key knowledgeXX

Safeguarding it and making it accessibleXX

Creating human networksXX

Wherever you are!
DNV – your international partner.

critical issUe: 
Building the Km capability of sellafield sites and 
finalising medium term Km strategy.

solUtion: 
masterclasses/knowledge transfer. consulting on 
the production of the Km strategy.

key deliverables: 
masterclasses on a range of Km tools, techniques 
and their applications, Km toolkits to provide 
organisational-wide standards and a Km strategy.

valUe to client:
Bringing nearly 20 years of research and consultancy 
to ensure best practice. accelerated learning of central 
Km team.

| 

knowledge is inaccessible  
without search and retrieval tools.

knowledge exchange should 
be an organisational norm.
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The ability to plan for the unexpected has 
always been a key characteristic of successful 
project management. With increased project 
complexity, tighter schedules, demanding 
budget constraints and a need to compre-
hend an escalating volume of information, 
power sector managers may find it difficult 
to maintain focus and stay in control of the 
project. Traditional project management 
techniques often fail to address the underly-
ing uncertainties in the decision-making 
processes. This can lead to a reactive rather 
than proactive approach to risk management, 
where fire fighting becomes the rule more 
than the exception. 

DNV has extensive experience of project 
risk management within the power sector. 
We design solutions sensitive to your specific 
concerns. 

proactive risk ManageMent (prM)

Project risk management enables a more 
transparent and structured approach to 
understand, communicate and manage 
project risk. Proactive risk management pro-
vides continuous focus on the most impor-
tant threats and opportunities. It enables 
the project organisation to make more 
informed decisions, seize opportunities and 
avoid pitfalls. 

oUr approach to prM

In co-operation with the project team, we 
develop a project risk management plan 
reflecting the company risk policy as well as 
the specific needs and requirements of the 
project. As an integrated part of the project 
organisation, DNV risk specialists will facilitate 
or execute the risk management function. 
DNV’s proven tools and methodologies will 
be used to identify and structure uncertain-
ties, assess and monitor risk exposure, develop 
prioritised action plans and manage risk-

related information. If desired, the client can 
input and access information via a tailored 
web solution on the client’s Intranet through 
the use of DNV’s EasyRisk Manager tool, 
which is described in its own section at the 
end of this brochure.

Key activities will typically include:

Gain a working knowledge of the project, XX

its participants and its challenges

Work with the client to determine key XX

variables that drive project risks

Lead the project team in a process to XX

identify and characterise project risks and 
to establish suitable measures to manage 
these risks

Analyse the project and the risk contri-XX

butors to determine key threats and the 
required measures to manage these threats

Formally define the performance expecta-XX

tions of risk management measures and 
assign actions to maintain standards set 
throughout the project

Improved decision-making  
for project success
project risk management seeks to anticipate the development of 
projects and implement controls early enough to change the outcome. 
DNV helps you manage project risk through the delivery of advanced 
project risk management services. 

project risK maNagemeNt

the offshore wind sector in europe has 
recently experienced considerable political 
attention and growth. Undoubtedly a promis-
ing renewable energy source, offshore wind is 
also immature from several technological and 
value chain perspectives.

DNV’s client considered investing in a new sup-
plier of offshore wind-related technology. the 
supplier was a new company and the tech-
nology untested. having limited experience of 
the offshore wind sector themselves, the client 
commissioned DNV to undertake a due dilli-
gence of the potential investment target. the 
due dilligence focused on two main areas:

technical feasibility of the new technologyXX

reliability of the commercial (market, XX

financial, organisation) figures presented

to carry out the required examinations for this 
project DNV had to assemble knowledge of 
marine operations, wind technology, and finan-
cial and market analysis. a project team was put 
together from across the business areas DNV 
marine solutions and DNV cleaner energy and 
Utilities. the work was carried out through desk 
based analysis, internal DNV workshops, site 
visits and meetings with the potential invest-
ment target. our findings were summarised in 
a final presentation to our client. 

case:

techNical aND 
commercial  
DUe DilligeNce
dUe dilligence oF 
oFFshore wind 
technology

| | 

proactive risk Management 
sheds light on project risk.
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Actively monitor the performance of XX

project parties in managing risks by 
tracking the action plans

Expedite actions to correct overruns and XX

ensure that the project responds appro-
priately to changing circumstances

Collect data on risk management activities XX

and inform the project manager of any 
major concerns arising

Advise the project manager on any oppor-XX

tunities for improvement identified

beneFits oF prM

We work closely with your project team dur-
ing execution of the project to ensure flex-
ibility to changing circumstances. By sharing 
complementary expertise, the risk model 
becomes a positive and dynamic driving 
force for the project. 

Project risk management helps provide  
you with:

Better management focus and more XX

prioritised decision-making
Quantification of total risk exposureXX

A cost-effective action planXX

Optimal planning and management  XX

of project contingencies
Better management of suppliers and XX

sub-contractors
Effective trade-off between different XX

project objectives
Improved risk awarenessXX

Risk experience database for future useXX

Compliance with customer and govern-XX

mental risk management requirements

critical issUe: 
Uncertainty of technological and commercial 
feasibility of potential investment target within 
offshore wind sector.

solUtion: 
technical and commercial due dilligence carried 
out by a cross-competence DNV team.

key deliverables: 
Final presentation of findings, conclusions and 
recommendations.

valUe to client:
increased understanding of technological concept 
and commercial scope of business idea.

| 

we work closely with 
your project team to 
ensure flexibility.

our process helps 
you quantify total 
risk exposure.
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Spare Parts Management (SPM) is an essential 
part of preventative maintenance and is 
directly related to the availability of installa-
tions. The basic questions for evaluating spare 
parts management are:

What is the availability target for produc-XX

tion and what does this mean for the 
availability of the installation?

Which parts are critical for the availability XX

of the installation?

What is the delivery time for spare parts?XX

What are the costs for keeping spare XX

parts in stock?

What are the expected costs when a XX

needed spare part is unavailable?

What should be done when a spare part XX

is no longer available?

Who is responsible for keeping track of XX

spare parts?

Spare parts are required to maintain the 
function and value of the machines and  
systems used. Provision of spare parts in 
accordance with the requirements is an impor-
tant influencing factor on the availability and 
thus the economic feasibility of such machines 
and systems. The management of spare parts 
comprises planning, execution, and control 
of all spare parts related activities – which are 
provision, maintenance, stocking, deployment 
and discarding of spare parts – and should be 
as economical as possible.

challenges and beneFits

SPM is about finding the optimum between 
two extremes: keeping no spare parts at all 
or have all spare parts available. The former 
is cheapest in the short term, but most costly 
in the long run because of loss of productivity. 
The latter is more expensive in the short 
term but will guarantee availability. The 
challenge therefore is to strive for the opti-
mum balance, by assessing the chances of 

failure of equipment, the costs of stock, 
transport, purchasing and the risks of losing 
productivity.

The following specific challenges can be 
identified:

Harmonization/standardization of material XX

and spare parts codes resulting in possible 
reduction of accounts and reduced CAPEX 
for new facilities, reduction of lead-time

Improved documentation of most relevant XX

data resulting in improved results of 
optimisation and standard stocking policies 
and reduction of lead-time

Identification of strategic spares and XX

evaluation of alternative strategies of 
provision resulting in reduced risk of 
expenditure for targeted availability  
and increased awareness for spares  
that deserve highest priority

The right spare parts at the 
right place at minimal cost
spare parts management is critical in realizing a cost-efficient 
(maintenance) organisation. since no one can predict the exact 
moment of equipment failure, the risk of losing productivity due  
to a breakdown must be assessed and addressed.

spare parts maNagemeNt

hydro energi is the second largest producer of 
power in Norway, with 19 hydropower produc-
tion facilities across the country. maintenance 
practices and standards at the sites vary.

to optimise risk control and minimise opeX, 
hydro sought assistance from DNV to estab-
lish a common maintenance regime and best 
practice approach for all hydropower plants 
through the following initiatives:

establish processes and maintenance XX

descriptions
Broad involvement of own maintenance XX

and other relevant operational staff
DNV as facilitator of the processXX

Use of the DNV orBit software programmeXX

DNV used our risk Based maintenance 
(rBm) approach. By applying this approach, 
DNV helped hydro:

Fulfill legal and internal laws and  XX

regulations, including she requirements
create an optimised maintenance XX

programme
Documen the basis for a preventive XX

maintenance programme
establish best practice procedures XX

Define a basis for technical and  XX

organisational modifications
map work processes, including a basis XX

for new work process descriptions 

case:

hyDro eNergi 
Using the  
rbM process to 
iMpleMent best 
practices

| | 

spare parts 
management 

helps maximise 
availability.
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Establishing clear responsibilities on plant XX

level and coordination across different 
plants resulting in possible reduction of 
accounts and reduced CAPEX for new 
facilities, reduction of lead-time

oUr approach

A first step in identifying requirements to 
spare parts management is to establish an 
understanding of the spare parts management 
process. Not only must essential and optional 
activities of spare parts management be eval-
uated, but the interfaces with the mainte-
nance, purchasing, and IT organisation also 
have to be described. Based on this basic 
process, opportunities and threats within 
spare parts management and the need for 
coordination with other corporate activities 
can be assessed. 

A cost (incorporating capital/operating/risk 
expenditures) and benefit (increased utilisa-
tion/availability) analysis will then help identi-
fying the most relevant areas of improvement 

and in developing implications for manage-
ment. In this phase the targeted availability of 
the installation is key, as it sets the ambition 
with respect to the availability of spare parts.

valUe delivered

Development of a general process map XX

for spare part management and related 
activities

Description of state-of-art tools and XX

concepts available to decision making  
in spare parts management 

Evaluation of industry challenges with  XX

a research focus on spare parts provision 
at energy utilities

Identification of areas of potential XX

improvement and provision of a frame-
work for analysing costs and benefits of 
several spare parts strategies

critical issUe: 
improve risk control of maintenance and  
consequently reduce opeX.

solUtion: 
the development of a company-wide risk Based 
maintenance (rBm) regime.

key deliverables: 
Facilitation and development of an rBm regime  
in cooperation with hydro’s own staff.

valUe to client:
optimised maintenance programme, more efficient 
use of resources, enhanced operational quality and 
an improved basis for introduction of new sites and/
or maintenance work processes.

| 

both complex and simple systems 
require spare parts management.

critical parts 
must be 

identified.



energiselskapet Buskerud (eB) sought to max-
imise control over risks and uncertainties that 
could potentially lead to losses (financial or 
other). they were also obliged, under the 
Norwegian energy supplier readiness act 
(Kraftforsyningens Beredskapslov), to maintain 
an updated risk and vulnerability overview.

DNV worked with eB’s management team to 
map their business risk context. this process 
considered and defined risk goals and critical-
ity of aspects, to ensure that these would 
match industry practice. DNV also helped eB 
develop and implement an easyrisk manager 
database, which provided the company with 
a systematic overview of its defined risks and 

risk goals, and enabled management to moni-
tor the situation in the future. 

identified risks were registered in the easyrisk 
manager database with reference to their 
expected likelihood and consequence. the risk 
goals reflected demands and expectations 
from stakeholders such as authorities, custom-
ers and shareholders. an important aspect to 
ensure the value of the easyrisk manager tool 
in practice was the definition of ownership of 
all the identified and registered risks. the aim 
of this process was to produce a prioritised list 
of risks that specified personnel within eB 
would ‘own’ and accept. 
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case:

eNergiselsKapet 
BUsKerUD as
operational  
risk ManageMent 
For hydropower 
operator

| | 

Better management through 
consistent risk oversight

consistent risk management is a key element of good corporate 
governance. easyrisk manager is an efficient, user-friendly tool 
that supports management decision making. 

easyrisK maNager

High emphasis on reputation, together with 
a zero-tolerance expectation of SHE per-
formance, creates a challenging environment 
for energy management. DNV has extensive 
experience with providing risk management 
services to multiple industries, including 
maritime and offshore, oil and gas, process 
and utilities. EasyRisk Manager constitutes 
an integral part of the services that we provide 
within risk management. EasyRisk Manager 
is a popular tool among our utility sector 
customers, who apply it for both operational 
and project risk management. It has been 
implemented for whole companies, parts of 
organisations, individual projects and for 
groups of projects. 

risks and actions

The EasyRisk Manager database application 
enables the registration and tracking of risks 
and mitigating actions in the defined user con-
text. For each risk probability and consequence, 
estimates are assigned against one or more pre-
defined goals. Identified risk reducing actions 
are registered to visualise the relation between 
actions and risks and facilitate the management 
of these relations in a structured manner. The 
application also provides support for handling 
hierarchic organisational and categorisation 
structures, and is equipped with an action-
tracking functionality. 

User Friendly systeM 

EasyRisk Manager has an intuitive and well-
structured user interface. Registrations of risks 
and mitigating actions are presented in  
systematic risk matrices. Different views of the 
risk status can be presented, according to 
stakeholders, systems, or other relevant criteria. 
Alternative risk matrices (e.g. 3x3 or 5x5) can 

be selected and the colouring schemes used 
in the matrices may be altered. EasyRisk 
Manager invokes a ‘period’ mechanism (week, 
month, etc) that enables the user to present 
statistics according to the organisation’s needs. 
The programme can also produce multiple 
graphical views of the current state, or future 
development, of risk and action. The applica-
tion enables organisations to easily monitor 
developments over time because it stores and 
traces the full history of risks and actions. 

EasyRisk Manager is installed in the customer’s 
organisation as a web based, multi-user system 
with access control and user administration. It 
can run several databases on the same system, 
for example, one for business risks and another 
for SHE standards. The screen layouts can be 
adapted to visual and language requirements.

easyrisk Manager has an intuitive and 
well-structured user interface.
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critical issUe: 
identify complete risk picture and implement 
operational risk management procedures.

solUtion: 
assistance of risk identification and tailoring  
of easyrisk manager database for customer.

key deliverables: 
support in identifying and structuring eB’s risk 
context. installed easyrisk manager operational 
risk management tool.

valUe to client: 
produced an overview map of their risk environ-
ment. improved risk management by implementing 
a formal procedure for it.

| 

Isrs7 is a world leading system for measuring, 
improving and demonstrating safety, environ-
mental and business performance. Isrs7 helps 
you manage your risks. It assures and improves 
the health of business processes, provides man-
agement with advanced decision support and 
builds reputation. It also drives business results 
and helps establish a competitive advantage. 

Isrs7 is a system to help our customers establish, 
develop and improve management systems. It 
includes the requirements for:

ISO 9001:2000 Quality ManagementXX

ISO 14001:2004 Environmental XX

Management
OHSAS 18001:1999 Health and Safety XX

Management
PAS 55:2004 Asset ManagementXX

Global Reporting Initiative 2002 XX

Corporate Social Responsibility

joint indUstry project

Isrs7 has been developed as a joint industry 
project between DNV and partners from the 
Nuclear, Chemical and Petrochemicals indus-
tries worldwide. It is based on the long estab-
lished International Safety Rating System 
(ISRS). DNV’s ISRS7 is a system which helps 
our customers establish, develop and improve 
management systems. The 6th edition of 
ISRS7 was developed in 1994. Isrs7 brings 
ISRS up-to-date with the latest management 
system thinking. It draws on DNV’s interna-
tional experience with world leaders over the 
past decade. Thousands of sites across the 
world use ISRS7. The ongoing success of 
ISRS7 over a quarter of a century is testimony 
to its robust vision and principles. 

beneFits oF isrs7

Isrs7 helps our customers achieve:

Systematic and effective risk controlXX

Advanced management decision supportXX

Improved safety, environmental and XX

business performance
The ability to meet and exceed regula-XX

tory requirements
Optimised work processes using industry XX

best practice 
Quantified goal settingXX

Internal and external benchmarkingXX

Improved behaviour and commitment  XX

of personnel
Continual improvement through a XX

single integrated management system

Improving SHE and  
business performance
to meet the increasing expectations of stakeholders power generation 
companies need to continually improve and demonstrate the health of 
their business. DNV’s isrs7 system helps organisations achieve operational 
efficiency, assures management control and enhances stakeholder confidence. 

isrs7

isrs7 improves 
business 
performance by 
managing risks.
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DNV serves the energy industry from more than 40 primary 
locations worldwide. in addition, we draw on DNV’s entire 
worldwide network of 300 offices in 100 countries.
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DNV
Veritasveien 1 
NO-1322 Høvik, Norway
Tel: +47 67 57 99 00
Fax: +47 67 57 99 11

www.dnv.com/energy

aberdeen
cromarty house
67-72 regent Quay 
aberdeen
aB11 5ar
United Kingdom
tel: +44 1224 335000

antwerp
Duboisstraat 39 b1 
2060 antwerp
Belgium
tel: +32 3 206 65 40
 
abu dhabi
the towers
abu Dhabi trade centre
Near Beach rotana hotel
east Wing – e 108
abu Dhabi
United arab emirates
tel: +971 2 6457580

bergen
johan Berentsensvei 109-111
No-5020 laksevåg, Bergen
Norway
tel: +47 55 94 36 00

calgary 
Bay 123 
2340 pegasus Way Ne 
calgary
aB canada 
t2e 8m5 
tel: +403 250 9041

columbus
5777 Frantz road
Dublin, ohio 43017-1386
Usa
tel: +1 614 761 1214

copenhagen
tuborg parkvej 8, 2nd Floor 
DK2900 hellerup 
copenhagen 
Denmark 
tel: +45 39 45 48 00 

houston
16340 park ten place
suite 100
houston, tX 77084, 
Usa
tel: +1 281 721 6600

kuala lumpur 
24th Floor, menara Weld 
76, jalan raja chulan 
50200 Kuala lumpur
malaysia 
tel: +603 2050 2888

london 
palace house 
3 cathedral street 
london
se1 9De 
United Kingdom 
tel: +44 207 357 6080
 
luanda 
edificio monumental 
rua major Kanhangulo, nº 290
2º andar 
luanda 
angola
tel: +244 222 391 631

oslo
Veritasveien 1 
No-1322 høvik
Norway
tel: +47 67 57 99 00

paris
centre BFi, tour areVa, 
92084 paris la Defense cedex
paris
France
tel: +33 1 47 96 46 36

Moscow
Business-center  
“country park”
3rd Floor, panfilova 19
141407 moscow region
Khimki, moscow
russian Federation
tel: +7 495 739 4833

Mumbai
emgeen chambers,  
10, c.s.t. road, 
Vidyanagari, Kalina 
santacruz east
mumbai 400098
india
tel: +91 22 26650909

rio de janeiro
rua sete de setembro, 
111 – 12o andar 
cep 20050-006
rio de janeiro, r.j
Brazil
tel: +55 21 3722 7232 

shanghai
house No. 9,  
1591 hong Qiao road
shanghai 200336
china
tel: +86 21 3208 4518

singapore
DNV technology centre
10 science park Drive
singapore 118224
singapore
tel: +65 6779 1266 

stavanger 
Bjergstedveien 1 
No-4007 stavanger 
Norway 
tel: +47 51 50 60 00
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